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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Germán has contributed to the dictionary with 41 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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antimonopolio
Anti means against; monopoly means the domain of a single person (monkey) or group over trade, smuggling or the
like.  Antitrust is to be against the domain of a single person or company over any business. 

asen
Turning ( 41 conjugation; verb roasting, place meat on a grill or oven.  Subjunctive voice: they grab the meat with more
or less salt is not my problem.

autoindulgente
Auto means itself or by itself.  Car, which moves by itself.  Self-taught, studying or learning alone.  Indulgent means a
patient and accommodating person who easily forgives or omits the mistakes of others.  Self-indulgent is the person
who easily recognizes their mistakes and tries to overcome them patiently. 

bacán
In Chile it means "good vibe", "cool", "cool".  Both a person and a situation or object can be bacan. ?

bajo octanaje
Octane is the measurement of the octane that gasoline has.  Octane is an organic molecule that has hydrocarbon.  The
higher the octane, the greater the force of resistance to engine shocks. 

car wash
Car wash; English words for "car wash".  

chunchito
"Chunchito" is the diminutive of "chuncho".  And "chuncho" in Chile is an owl.  Supporters of the football team
"Universidad de Chile (la Chile)" are called "chunchos" because of the team's crest – an owl.  Out of affection they are also called "chunchito". 

cjn
It is the abbreviation of the word " 34 conjunction;

come-piernas
Surely this term refers to a man who easily conquers several women and goes out with them constantly choosing one
every day. 

desanilizar
Remove salt (from seawater, from some salty product). 

desdolarización
When the dollar loses value on the stock exchange. 

desmantelación
Dismantling is the fact of dismantling; that is, disarm.  A house, an organization, a building, a business, a company may



be dismantled in order to prevent its operation. 

dirigenta
A head is the woman who runs an organization, a state, or a country. 

enfadarse
Angry, upset, be some opprobrium for one.

estar en la gondola
be cured, drunk, walking drunk ( because to the stand in a gondola, one is much wobbling.  )

fuerte lo tuyo
In Chile, means that the situation is serious, painful, sad, painful.

gif
Gif; graphics interchange format used for images and videos. 

hiphopero
Hypo hop is a style of street music and who practices or enjoys it is a hiphopero. 

ingl
It could be an abbreviation of the English word.

iniciales bordadas
Initials comes from start.  Used to indicate the first letter of a word.  Embroidery (comes from embroidery) means that
words are written or drawn on some genre but through wool or thread. 

ir al sobre
go to sleep ( the bed is the envelope ).

junta de vecinos
In Chile, a meeting of neighbors is the meeting of homeowners in a given sector.  They form a social reason and their
mission is to ask the mayor for improvements for their homes or sector of residence.  The neighbors' board is run by an
elected president from among the same neighbors. 

macho ibérico
Male, in the animal kingdom, is the male individual.  Iberian refers to Spanish generally .  The Iberian peninsula (named
after the Iber River, present-day Ebron) is the territory comprising mostly Spain and Portugal.  Male, among male
humans, indicates a male who excels for his manly qualities.

me gustas
I like you; I am attracted by you, I attract.



negro algodonero
Black, African race whose skin color is dark.  Cotton, who works collecting cotton.  I can imagine that it is an offensive
and racist expression.

ni pelota
In Chile, it means "no response".  It comes from street football games.  Someone wanted to play but in the game the ball
(the ball) were you never.  "They did not you nor ball".  Someone made a reference to a group, and no one answered. 
We say: no they gave me/or ball.

otomanismo
Otomanism is a Turkish political ideology that defends the equality of all people before the law.  They felt that it did not
matter whether or not the person on trial had much money, he should be judged equally. 

papiche
Person, whose jaw is more prominent than normal.

pasosa
strong and penetrating odour

pasosa
It is used rather pejorative, not to say directly that something is smelly or smells bad.

pichintun
Word of the Mapudungun ( ) language of the Mapuche, aborigines of South central Chile, means little, little.

pie izquierdo
" Rose with the left foot, " Usually, first to get up from the bed, posing the right foot on the floor.  It is said of one who had
bad luck during the day, something bad happened to you, that " rose with the left foot, "

por toda la eternidad
For all eternity; forever, forever.  Eternity has no end, it lasts forever. 

raices
roots (?  ) plural of the word root.    ( Every word completed in " z " form their plural by changing the " z " the " (c) " :
pez-peces; Maiz-maices; capataz-capataces; capaz-capaces; a vez-dos times;.  .  .  .   )

republicano republicana
Who lives in a regime of Republic, not monarchy. 

sexomania
Sexomania is madness, an unbridled passion or attraction to sex.

sudtribune



According to my understanding, the acronym sud refers to latter-day saints - the name of members of The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.  Tribune is the name of one of his magazines.  But it catches my eye that they
combine Spanish (sud) with English (tribune).  It should be Lds-Tribune (Latter-Day Saints). 

sustantivos comunes y propios
Common nouns refer to objects and always has an article : book, house, trees, stones.  Own nouns refer to proper
names of cities, countries, rivers, institutions, etc.  They are almost always written without an article and always in
capital letters to differentiate them from the common ones.

synth-pop
This word is found on Wikipedia. 

vervos
The word "vervos" does not exist in Spanish.  The nearest thing is verbs.

violencia intrafamiliar
Violence that occurs within a family. 


